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The status and level of the general wellbeing of women and
other vulnerable groups is a measure of how well society is
managing to care for itself. The way the human response to the
COVID19 pandemic has been playing out has done much to
expose just how uncaring we have allowed society as a
collective to become. Today, we are being bombarded with the
hurts of truths that are being brought to the fore.
It is not that these truths were not being vocalized before. Rather, the illusion of general wellbeing
within the collective society minimized the impact of what some of us had to say. When the
COVID19 infection spread to global pandemic status the general wellbeing of society dropped to
the level that these voices among us protesting the oppression, abuse and discrimination being
experienced can finally be heard without distraction.
MUSA has been listening to these voices all along as some of it has been ours. MUSA was formed in
response to the pleas that always seemed to be overshadowed. This August issue of The Platform is
focused on social injustices and its resultant social fragmentation which are harming us at a societal,
community, family, and individual level.

What is
Socio-Economic
Injustice?

Understanding
the Implications
of Attaining
Social Cohesion

Critical
Collaborations
Formed

#BlackLivesMatter

Join us on MUSA Connect, every Saturday as we unpack
different ideas and ways forward.
Time: 2pm – 4pm
Zoom Link: zoom.us/j/98125092029
Zoom Meeting ID : 98125092029
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By Mu-Aalima Amyna Fakude

To best understand the concept of socio-economic injustice it needs to be analysed through its composite
terms. These are socioeconomics, social inequality and economic inequality.
Socioeconomics is determined by education, employment, income and health. Depending on the level that
one enjoys these, comes the determination of one’s social status, class and circle. When economic
differences get emphasised, they lead to social inequality.
Social inequality becomes observable when and where disparities in the distribution and the utilisation of
economic assets and income exist. Both of these result in the overall quality of each person's existence
within society. Social inequality is perpetuated in various, broad and far-reaching ways through society's
understanding of gender roles, social stereotypes, race, ethnicity, religion, class and geography, making the
concept of social inequality a global phenomenon. Social inequality can also be established through
discriminatory legislation.
Economic inequality is caused by the unfair accumulation of wealth. This is where socioeconomic injustice
begins. Social inequality and economic inequality creates a loop wherein social inequality feeds the
narrative that certain individuals deserve less and their economic inequality is seen as evidence of the
"fact". Lack of wealth invariably prohibits people from obtaining the same opportunities as those that have
it. The cycle continues as social and economic inequality and injustice thrive. Both feed fatter due to racial,
gender, and wealth inequality which means that socialisation through race, sex and other forms of
discrimination causes a trickle-down effect that determines the opportunity and wealth creation ability of
individuals and communities.
The understanding provided leads to the assumption that the economic privilege afforded by those on the
benefiting side of the current economic paradigm is sustained by the presence of inequality and
discrimination. It also highlights the possible solution provided by addressing the existing social
fragmentation in an attempt to build the capacity within those disadvantaged by the economic climate. It
may be assumed that through the attainment of social unity then the collective group will have the impetus
to effect greater economic change in their favour.
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On 9 May 2020, MUSA Connect hosted an open session on the question of whether there is a need for social
cohesion with the fragmented state of the South African society. The three speakers, experts on the matter,
had the following contributions to make:
One of the most used strategies to motivate people to come together in some attempt at social cohesion is to
stand together in opposition to something. Mr Angelo Fick advocated that it is time to move beyond this. This
approach does not address the differences that have come to exist within the collective of the human race
and by overlooking these disparities will ultimately undermine the sense of the collective achieved. He
explained that any sustainable unity between us will have to be based on mutual feelings with the well-being
of humanity at its heart.

MUSA representative, Mu-Aalima Amyna Fakude pointed out that the existing social
fragmentation will always undermine any attempts at social cohesion. To achieve this she
suggested targeting change within the family structures. Emotional well-being is achieved and
sustained in homes and in this way this level of advocating for change supports Mr Fick’s
standpoint. Mu-Aalima Fakude stresses the need to educate families on how to promote and
develop their capacity to participate in inclusive citizenship

Dr Tahir Sototo rather than speaking to the concept of social cohesion spoke to the role of MUSA in the
development of unity within our communities. He stated that the movement's legitimacy would be
measured by the degree of social harmony it can achieve within its own members' communities. He
went further to explain that the proof people needed to believe in any group's effectiveness and
credibility are its ability to “clean its own house”. Dr Sototo reminds us that social cohesion is not just a
term to show that you have the best interest of the people at heart. Rather, it is in bringing about the
change required that demonstrates the group’s intent.

The input from these three speakers will be used to inform the strategies MUSA will either initiate or participate
in in the achievement of its strategic goal of achieving social cohesion. The Movement understands that
achieving socio-economic justice for all means that the impact of the current unjust economic system needs to
be addressed and overhauled while promoting a system that benefits all within society. We thank Mu-Aalima
Fakude and the rest of the team involved in driving this objective within the movement. We thank Mr Fick and Dr
Sototo for sharing of their knowledge and experience to help inform the societal change MUSA intends. To learn
more about what these dynamic speakers had to say on the matter at hand visit our website for the session
recordings. visit our website for the session recordings.
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MUSA is pleased to announce two collaborative ventures that were formed in the attainment
of its strategic goals.
A Partnership with the ITV Inspirate Talk Show
The collaboration between MUSA and the Inspirate talk show provides an important platform
to share and collect ideas and strategies on the best economic model possible to achieve socioeconomic justice for all.
The making of a post-COVID world that is better and fairer will be explored with economists,
policy experts and community leaders. MUSA is promoting a shift to a new economic paradigm
and new socio-economic model that has the following objectives:






To activate people and community-driven development;
To stimulate community economies;
To infuse Islamic, African, Alternative/New development approaches and instruments;
To develop social cohesion and solidarity within and between communities; and
To align private sector and government policy, programmes and resources into local
and sustainable human settlements and systems.

A Partnership with Friends of Justice
The collaboration between MUSA and Friends of Justice brought to life a South African
Women’s Capacity Building Programme. Through MUSA’s collaboration with Friends of
Justice, the programme can draw strength from the group's wealth of knowledge and
experience related to its members' network and capacity-building work in the arenas of
human personal development and community development.
The South African Women’s Capacity Building Programme was designed to contribute to the
conversation around the moral and social decay experienced within religious and indigenous
communities. The anticipated outcome is to begin the process of reframing the power-based
narrative used to describe the abuse and maltreatment of women and vulnerable groups
within society. The dominance of violence and unrest at a global level will be explored as
being the symptom and not the problem. Making this shift within the standard narrative
around the social injustices experienced will create space to explore the concept of intrapsychic dissonance and its resultant impact on the cultural and moral erosion within
communities and society at large.
An aspect of the conversation will include the conscious exposure and claiming of the impact
of living within a dominant, permissive, competitive and ego-driven world upon the different
religious and indigenous communities. The anticipated shift is to unlock the aspect of choice
beyond the prevalent patterns of being dominated and the betrayal, rejection and divisiveness
among those that identify as being marginalised and oppressed by the greater society they
live in. When the concept of choice becomes a reality then religious and indigenous
communities can hold onto their worldviews and ideologies and learn to synergise with the
dominant conflicting global culture. Then our common human values of love, compassion,
kindness and justice can become empowered and shine through the chaos of the
humanitarian chaos being experienced. Hopefully, then balance will be restored within society
and human justice will become strong enough to contain the human injustices when
perpetrated.
To learn more about this South African Women’s Capacity Building Programme and its
outcomes watch for the upcoming special edition of The Platform. To learn more about the
Friends of Justice visit their Facebook page.
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MUSA watched with the rest of the world as the death of George Floyd Jr., on 25 March 2020, ignited a fire already
blazing in the hearts of many into a worldwide cry of outrage against the continual marginalisation and oppression of
people classified as being black. The degree of social discord and the outcry against social injustices became further
pronounced as other social groupings also shared their discontent with the way they are engaged within society. The
intolerability of living within a society that is damaging to the social fabric of the world was magnified to its boiling point
of eruption with the harsh realities associated with the COVID19 pandemic.
In South Africa, the intolerability of gender-based violence again erupted at a societal level of outcry. Naming genderbased violence the second pandemic is another injustice which minimises the people's voices who have been calling out
for help before this resurgence of outrage at the atrocities that have become so prevalent within our society and
communities. Violence perpetrated by men against women and children are the indicators that society as a whole is not
healthy. The problem is exacerbated when social distress increases.
The Movement for a United South Africa (MUSA) disapproves of those perpetrating violence and oppression on any
other individual or group. MUSA also condemns the societal structures that perpetuate and precipitates this level of
societal self-harm. Therefore, MUSA calls on all South Africans to take a moment and to reflect critically beyond the
presenting problems of gender-based violence but to see that as a society we are so distressed and that this state is not
normal. We need to start looking at our societal problems as the symptoms of something bigger. When we designing
and applying interventions to address societal level issues then we have to intervene at the level of the root cause as
well as managing the presenting problems. It is such a multi-faceted approach to restorative socio-economic justice that
MUSA endeavours. To learn more about MUSA read the MUSA Charter and visit our website.
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To keep in the MUSA information loop and to be able to follow our progress
subscribe to receive our newsletter or
if you are interested in being part of MUSA to help it achieve its objectives
then please sign up to become one of our volunteers.

Without prejudice, MUSA Connect’s online sessions hosts many guests. The valuable points that each guest makes will be shared on
The Platform, on the MUSA website and via the movement’s other communication channels.
MUSA remains independent and does not subscribe to all the views of any guest, organisation or entity. MUSA will however take the
best of learning offered with the hope of sharing and building bridges with all on areas of common purpose, e.g. socio-economic
empowerment, poverty alleviation, peace building and the promotion of justice.
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